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down on African soil landed 

at  O.R. TAMBO International Airport
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Fast, compact, daring, often 
means Italian. We put the 
Italian-built Blackshape Prime 
through its paces with a flight 
in the prototype wearing the 
colours of the Italian airforce.

It is fast, obviously. The sleek 
shape resembles something in 
between a light fighter jet and 
a Pilatus-trainer. But because it 
is much smaller than pictures 
make you believe, with a 100hp 
Rotax upfront the Prime is more 
than adequately powered.

What we would like to find 

out is whether this is an aircraft 
for beginners, as the Italian 
Air Force seems to consider 
replacing the Marchetti SF260 
with the Blackshape Prime for 
the basic training. An interesting 
move by all accounts. 

NUMBERS
Before strapping in, I get a short 
briefing on the numbers by Eddie 
Driessen, exclusive Blackshape-
dealer for the Netherlands. “It’s 
fast, very fast. But then it should 
be. It’s the sole purpose of the 

BLACKSHAPE
Small but Brilliant
Italian SUPER-ULTRALIGHT
makes an impression

  by Erik Brouwer

Flight Test
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aircraft”, Driessen says. But he 
continues with a warning: “She’s 
slippery as an eel. So the speed 
you have is not easy to bleed off. 
You will find out soon enough.” 
Speeds remain the topic of 
conversation. I am instructed to 
lift her up at a hundred kilometers 
per hour. V-approach and landing 
speed are 130 and 100 km/h 
respectively. Naturally, I am 
interested mostly in the cruising 
performance. At an economic 
seventy percent power setting 
with two people on board, I may 
expect around 250 kilometers 
per hour says Driessen. When we 
push all levers forward, over 300 
kilometers per hour are possible.
 
LIKE A JET
The proof of the pudding is in 
the eating, as they say. I install 
myself in the back seat of the 

prototype. It is a tight fit, with me 
being 1,85m tall. The seats and 
pedals are not adjustable, but will 
be in production models, Driessen 
promises. Clearly this chair was 
designed to fit small Italian test 
pilots. After a smooth start, we 
taxi the aircraft to the runway. 
“Add power gradually. Then the 
rest will take care for itself”, 
Driessen gives instructions. It 
is as easy as Driessen promised 
it to be. I let the speed increase 
a tad too quickly during climb-
out, but other than that it all 
goes smoothly. The tandem 
seat configuration and bubble 
canopy give me the impression 
of flying a real fighter jet.

We do some exercises above 
water. Steep turns, especially. 
The aircraft gives me incredibly 
refined and intuitive control. 
On every small input directly 

follows the expected proportional 
output, adding even more 
realism to the jet-immersion. 
I begin to understand why the 
Italian airforce ordered thirty. 
Aerobatics are prohibited because 
of the ultralight classification, 
but it sure is tempting. It 
doesn’t stop us from having fun 
though, flying some more steep 
turns and climbs. After thirty 
minutes of trying all edges of 
the envelope, I direct the nose 
to the visual reporting point 
for entering the circuit again. 
Flying at 1500 feet with over 
250 km/h and the yellow line 
beginning at 265km/h, I am 
afraid of the thermals putting 
stress on the right wing, and 
head for B ravo. We are at 1500 
feet, and tapping 255 kilometers 
per hour. The yellow band 
starts at 265, and with the nice 

weather, I’m afraid the thermals 
put considerable stress on the 
airframe. The high speed makes 
the plane cleave the air, as it 
seems little susceptible to the 
unstable atmosphere. Thermals 
manifest themselves in the form 
of short punches that barely 
influence our direction of flight.

 
SLEEK
I pull the power lever back, and 
put the nose down to reach 700 
feet. My airspeed increases, so 
I take the throttle back to idle. 
The airspeed stops increasing, 
but the needle remains at around 
250 kilometers per hour. Only 
when we arrive at 700 feet 
and I put in a sixty degrees 
bank for a 180-turn, does 0the 
speed slowly bleed off. We 
expect crosswinds- of about ten 
knots. “Keep up the airspeed” 

The bubble canopy 
provides pilot and 

passenger with 
a great view



TFASA IS THE BLACKSHAPE AGENT FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA

During a ceremony on the Italian aircraft carrier, Cavour, TFASA was officially appointed as the exclusive distributor in 
Southern Africa for the Italian manufacturer, Blackshape Aircraft. Exquisite Italian design and manufacturing produced 
the highest quality Light Sport Aircraft currently on the market. The result was the 'Blackshape Prime' with distinctive 
elements of Italian luxury and style, as well as class leading performance and safety standards. 

Marketing this unique aircraft requires specific distributors. Blackshape recognised the potential in TFASA. TFASA 
embodies the ideals of the Blackshape because it’s passionate about aviation, future focused, precision driven and 
uncompromising when it comes to safety standards and technology. A long and successful track record in the flight 
testing and flight training environment, coupled to a sound financial history, made TFASA and obvious choice to 
represent Blackshape Aircraft. 

IMPASSIONING THE MOST PASSIONATE
Blackshape’s Prime is a Light Sport Aircraft whose sleek styling, class leading performance and unparalleled safety offer pilots all the 
features and handling of a high performance general aviation aircraft at an affordable price. 

MATERIALS
Blackshape’ s Prime is the only Light Sport Aircraft which has a fuselage, tail 
and wings constructed from pre-preg, hot melt and carbon fibre. The carbon 
fibre used in the construction of the aircraft conforms to FAR 25 regulations 
and is self-extinguishing in the event of a fire. All mechanical parts are made 
from chromoly 4130 steel and anodized aluminium 7075. 

INSTILLING CONFIDENCE

SAFETY

Standard safety features include:

STANDARD FEATURES

The only LSA in the world cleared by the military to operate off an aircraft 
carrier. The Italian Navy has an ongoing test program operating the 
Blackshape from its aircraft carrier, Cavour, in order to explore its full 
potential for Naval use. The Italian Air Force also ordered Blackshape aircraft 
to be the primary trainer used for selection and ab-initio training. Many have 
tried, but this is the only LSA to date which instilled enough confidence in 
the ‘heavy metal’ mindset of a military to be selected as a military trainer. 

The Blackshape Prime is build according to the 
highest safety standards and has a unique design 
that protects the pilot and passenger in the event of 
an emergency. 

�FAR 25 Carbon Fiber Frame
�2 x 33l Anti-Blast Fuel Tanks
�4 Spar Carbon Fiber Cockpit
�Advanced Diagnostic Module
�Internal Ballistic Parachute
�Stall Alarm
�4 Point Certified Safety Belts

The following features come standard with each Blackshape Prime: Electrical 
Flaps, Elevator Electric Trim, Rotax 912 ULS 100HP Engine, 21 Breaker 
Electrical System, FAR 25 Carbon Fibre Frame, 4 Point EASA Certified Seat 
Belts, Ballistic Parachute, 2x33litre Anti-Blast Fuel Tanks, Blackshape ADM   
Maintenance Module, Stall Alarm, Retractable Landing Gear with Front 
Wheel Steering, Parking Brake, Woodcomp Three Blade Constant Pitch 
Propeller, FAR 25 Tech Tissue Interiors, Analog Avionics Package, Becker AR 
4201 Radio. 

Cruise Speed @ 75% Power

Speed @ Max Continuous Power

Never Exceed Speed

Cruise Range @ 75% Power

Consumption @ 75% Power

Economic Flight Consumption

Economic Flight Range

Take Off/Landing DistanceP
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E 275 km/h - 171 mph

300 km/h - 186 mph

340 km/h - 211 mph

800 km + 30 min
497 miles + 30 min

18 l/h - 4.7 USgal/h

8 l/h @225 km/h

1700 km @ 225 km/h

180 m - 591 ft

TFASA CEO, Jean Rossouw at the signing ceremony.

CONTACT:

TFASA
ULF SPINDLER

TEL +27 (0) 44 272 3449
CELL +27 (0) 82 847 4731

EMAIL ulf@tfasa.co.za
www.blackshapeaircraft.co.za www.tfasa.co.za

Blackshape Prime on deck of Cavour.

TM
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The Blackshape Prime 

BS100 sucessfully 

completed a campaign 

with the Cavour, an 

aircraft carrier of the 

Italian Navy. The Italian 

Airforce is seriously 

considering replacing 

the SF260 Marchetti, 

their current basic 

training platform.
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Driessen tells me. We pass 
downwind and base without 
any surprises. I turn to final, 
and try to align the nose with 
the runway. In the cramped 
cockpit I do not have enough 
space to deflect my pedals 
enough however. Driessen 
takes over. “Adjustable 
pedals will be standard on 
production models.”

South African Agent
For more information on 
availability in South Africa, we 
contacted Jean Rossouw, CEO 
of the Test Flying Academy 
of South Africa (TFASA) 
in Oudtshoorn, exclusive 
dealer and distributor of the 
Blackshape Prime in Southern 
Africa. “In South Africa 
we will sell the VLA 600kg 
version”, he says. The first 

Blackshow Prime LS Version
  MTOW 560-600 kg
  Max useful weight 240 kg
  Max baggage weight 20 kg
  Engine Rotax 912 ULS3

  Propeller MTV-33-1-A / Opt MTV-1-A
  Avionics  Dynon Skyview / Radio COM 

(opt NAV) “S” Transponder 
/ Back-up instruments

  Gear  Retractable, elecrically 
actuated,nose steering

  Flight controls Pilot / Co-pilot (optional
   training configuration
  Flaps 4 positions, electrically activated
  Lights Nav, strobe, landing
  Fuel 2/opt 4 anti-blast tanks
  Interior Executive leather
  Rescue system Standard (600 MTOW)
  Canopy Tinted (round windows)
  Seating 2 in tandem
  Feul capacity 66 litres (15 imp gal: 17 US gal)
           
          Performance
  Maximum speed: 300 km/h (186 mph; 162 kn)
  Cruising speed: 275 km/h (171 mph; 148 kn)
  Stall speed:  65 km/h (40 mph; 35 kn) flaps down
  Vne: 340 km/h (211 mph; 184 kn)
  Wing loading:  47.44 kg/m2 (9.72 lb/sq ft)

In civilian colors 
the BS100

looks sleek, and
 sophisticated
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aircraft arrived in South Africa 
during June this year.  It was 
assembled by the TFASA AMO 
with help from the Blackshape 
factory technicians. TFASA 
AMO was given maintenance 
training by the Blackshape 
factory technicians and will be 
able to maintain and support 
the aircraft fully.  Since this is a 
first of type in the country, it is 
currently flying under a Proving 

Flight Authority (40hrs), granted 
by the SACAA.  “We applied 
and are waiting for SACAA 
to visit the factory in Italy, in 
order to grant Type Approval to 
all subsequent arriving aircraft, 
which will negate the need for 
Proving Flights,” he continues. 

The purchase price in South 
Africa will be around 185,000 
euros (VAT and shipping 
excluded). Quite the money for 

a VLA, but we are promised 
the aircraft is packed with 
accessories by default. Including 
a glass cockpit for the pilot 
in front, ballistic parachute, 
retractable landing gear and 
constant speed prop. That hefty 
price tag is attached to a very 
fast airplane with military looks. 
Platform appeal comes at a price. 
Nonetheless the real value of the 
Blackshape is the hybrid concept. 

She is both fast and extremely 
agile, and economical. But most 
important she is a joy to fly. 

South African Dealership:
Jean Rossouw: jean@tfasa.co.za,

 Cell: 082 885 5558
Ulf Spindler: ulf@tfasa.co.za,

Cell: 0828474731
http://www blackshapeaircraft.co.za/

Rotax 912 ULS
The Rotax I12 ULS engine represents the classic reliability 

of the Bambardier recreatonal powertrain group with 
authorized service centers around the world. 

It is the quintessential engine for flying long distances 
with low energy consumption, using either MOGAS 
or AVGAS fuel. The TBO of 2,000 hr makes it one 

of the most reliable products in the segment.

• 4-cylinder
•  4-stroke liquid/air-cooled 

engine with opposed cylinders
•  Dry sump forced lubrication 

with separate oil tank
• 2 carburetors

• mechanical fuel pump
• dual-electronic ignition
• electric starter
•  propeller speed 

reduction unit
• air intake system
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